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There are a number of times that wood pieces have a variety of imperfections such as 

insect “tracks” or cracks that had to be glue back or joint lines etc.   

 

Some people simply don’t select wood pieces like that but in many cases the overall 

quality of the wood is worth the time to minimize them. 

 

While there a variety of ways to attempt to do that, wood fillers and epoxies often lead to 

results that are worse then the original blemish.  Wood fillers because they need some 

type of glue binder in them which often bleeds out around the “patch” and you cannot 

color either the filler or the bleed out areas in the majority of cases.  Like 99% of the time. 

 

Epoxies also have the same problem. 

 

In addition, if you try and put wood filler on top of wood filler or even epoxy on top of 

epoxy FOR STUFF LIKE cracks or gouges or imperfections etc. they won’t bond worth a 

flip.  Surface area is too small and the actual contact between the adhesives is too thin in 

most cases. 

 

Finally, glues and epoxies are much harder then the wood surrounding them so when you 

try and sand em flush you often get lower areas around the patch from the sanding. 

 

There is a way that has been used for centuries to minimize blemishes and/or 

imperfections and that is called “drop filling”.  The concept is simple and again while it 

won’t make imperfections go away, it will make them less “nasty” looking and with a 

little bit of artistic talent, actually can add to the visible quality of the wood. 

 

The whole idea is to fill the blemish with the topcoat/finish you are going to use as the 

final topcoat/finish BEFORE you do the final finishing. 

 

The biggest problem when doing blemishes etc. is that by “painting” on stuff you often 

will make the blemish look even worse and certainly larger then it originally was.  

Simply because you are gonna have chemicals beyond the area you want to restrict them 

to. 

 

By drop filling you minimize that. 

 

The protocol is pretty simple and while not labor intensive has a fairly long clock time.  

 

Make the stock as level as you can relative to the imperfection.  

 

Using a toothpick, or a nail or something like that, you pick up some of the final finish 

you are going to use and deposit a drop of it on the blemish.  Depending on the size, 

some guys use an eyedropper but I have never been able to control that so I use various 

nail sizes. 
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It is often beneficial and recommended to thin down the finish you are gonna use so using 

Tru-Oil as an example, pour some out into a small glass or plastic vial etc. like the brown 

prescription containers you get and then thin it 50/50, in the case of TO, with Mineral 

Spirits.  You want the filler to be thin so it settles and levels itself. 

 

You put a drop in then STOP!  ONE drop in most cases unless you have a large 

imperfection in which case the minimum amount of drops to cover the bottom of that.   

 

Let that drop settle and level out for 24 hours minimum.   

 

Put another drop on and then STOP again and let that level out and settle for 24 hours. 

 

Repeat until the “filler” is proud of the imperfection and then stop and wait for a 

minimum of 1 week for the finish to cure, not feel hard.  This is important because there 

is a huge difference in hard and cured and you want cured.   

 

When cured then gently level out with 400 or higher wet/dry automotive sandpaper, the 

black stuff, DRY sanding gently. 

 

You then can finish the entire stock or wood piece. 

 

If you are artistically inclined you can even make a “toner” topcoat for the blemish which 

is simply a dyed, not stained, topcoat to match the surrounding wood.  Gotta screw 

around with that but sometimes well worth the effort.  There is a post on this thread that 

addresses how to use inexpensive artist colors to do that.  Again, you want a dye.  A stain 

will simply make the patch a solid color instead of an opaque one and stains do not 

respond to thinning. 

 

Here are some pictures showing blemishes.  The first is simply an insect blemish on a 

piece of otherwise really nice old growth birch.  Would bet most of you folks don’t think 

birch or beech can be purty but it can.  
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The imperfections were filled with a clear lacquer cause that is what the final finish was.  

No coloring added.  Simply left em as they were except again, filled. 

 

This is another example using the cheapest wood there is, knotty pine.  Made in 1967 and 

still going strong.   

 

 
 

Again no coloring. 
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“Closer to Home”.  Mr. Azguy’s black walnut stock. 
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Hope this might help some folks. 

 

noremf(George) 

 

 

 

 

 

 


